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Abstract 

Offshore temperature conditions during December 1964 

and 1965, March 1953, 1965, and 1966, May-June and September 

1965 and 1966 are compared to 1940-59 mean values for these 

lllonths. Charts showing the distribution of temperature at the sur-

face, 20 meters, 50 meters, and 100 meters and of temperature 

anomalies at the surface, 20 meters, and 50 meters are presented. 

At most locations and depths t.he 1964-66 temperatures were appre-

ciably colder than the 1940-59 mean values. The magnitude of the 

negative anomalies tended to be greatest in areas off the edge of the 

continental shelf. Temperatures in March 1953 were warmer than 

the 1940-59 mean values. These trends paralleled trends observed 

at coastal stations as exemplified by Boothbay Harbor, Maine temper

atures. The reliability of the nse of coastal temperatures for index

ing offshore conditions, the possible biological effects of warming 

and cooling trends, and the causes of these trends are discussed. 

Introduction 

It is the purpose of this paper to provide a summary of 

current and long-term temperature conditions during March, May

June, September, and December in the Continental Shelf area 

bounded by longitudes 64" W. and 72" W. The long-term tempera

ture data is for the period 1940-59 and the source of this informa-

tion is the file of bathythermograph and oceanographic station obser-
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VaLiOtlA al lh" W,.,,,r\n fIole Ur:c"lIlng"Hphlc Institution. The current 

lemperaLul'e eif",H W(!l'!~ "()lJecl.r~d 01( a sel"ies of eighl quarterly environ

ment.al SIll'VO'yB It""],, by U", ll. S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries 

during the perIod Decemhel', 1 Wi4 - September, 1966. These sur

veys were conduded during" )le"iud of severe drought in the New 

Ellglallll area and affol·d all "1'[>1.' ,,[ IU1.i.I,y to (x).mpare recent inshore 

and ofrshnr .... b:>.tnpct'~,~LtJt·~,q vvilll LOllg"-teClt\ l11eans. 

An:-'Jy~d:~~ (d' I'H~ D3.ta 

Tlte illiUnl,tI""'/r[,y l.:d,,,',.i)O'l of [he Hl40-;,n lernperature 

datA. ",,'as 1'1.1:1(lc on n hn~-I,i[-: qJ 11,) j;dJ)l1tr.~ qt.wdrHllgJ.cs v.I. depths of 

I, .to, 20, :JU, 40, i.iO, 'Iii, 1110, [!;Il, :WO, Hnd 2iiO meters. In 

LhJR report. tiler.;c dnta /l;1Y~~ h(!!'!l 1~.l'fHlpcd jll 'I.(~1'l)l:-; of :JO-nlinuLe 

quad l'H n g 1f! [-1. 

()\)Sf-q·vaUOllr-.; rot" an.) I),"III!I w;UJi.l1 a given year were 

w"ighled ill favo), of ''''''ini" ,h,,' "\"'1'8), so Chat in delennining 

monthly Ill(~ans aU data for a r,;"'''' rln,\' wet'e averaged and monthly 

nH~aIJR bB.F:(~d 011 the LJlllllhC't" ql d;. f~ ,)hH8l~\1:lUun8 rathet' than on the 

iotal nUlllhpt' nr Obst?l'vaUonr:. :;I:!ll" "f Ih'? ll1RJJocC quautangles in

cluded daily uhservflL.iulls rn:lr_l(~ ~11 Jlf,;lJlfJIJi.pS. T~) clirnJnate the bias 

of [he dat". in theRe Qll;J<.lJ:""gkfl <I"" 1.0 lhe preponderance of light

shjp OhSc)'vR[tnIlR, to"rIay IllP".II '..''''''.'''<; of lightship observations 

were dej:pnnilled for eacb lI'lOIlP·, ;",,) these values treated as three 

observations. 

BeCHuse or 1he }JaucH.)' ur ()hncrvalions in certain rnollths J 

lhe, 1040-59 1110lllh1y mean vall,cR ,,[ spcciJic depths were plotted and 

smoolh curvcs showing tlte se",;""., [ cycle of temperature were drawn 

as descducd by FugJistel' (UH'i), Jil dl"awing these curves the 

greatest weight wail gi veil to InrCl.tl vrllu"s fot' l11ontl1s having the 

most years repl'esrn[nd. '1'1>1' te.',,,lLalll Cl!l'VeS for specific depths 

ill adjacenl quadl'HIIg.iPfl sh()l.I,,"rt a cJose silllilarity, so that occasional 

illCollsislallcies in Ih" 1Inl.8 \,:""" ,,11;[" obvious, A sample of seasonal 

fptllpen~turp. ('.lITVCn ~'HI llie c,,,',-p('lions aPl'-Ued all-he surface, 50 
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meters, and 100 meters is shown in Figure 1. The correction applied 

to monthly mean values based on a small number of observations was 
often considerable and in some cases where only a few years were 

represented the corrected value was outside the range of the observed 

temperatures. 

All 1940-59 mean temperature values were read from 

these seasonal curves and isotherms were drawn on a basis of 

corrected values entered at the center of each 3~-minute quadrangle. 

The 1940-59 May-June mean temperature values are based on an 

average of the corrected values for these two months. Temperature 

distributions based on the quarterly environmental survey data were 

determined from in situ bathythermograph observations. 

Accuracy of the Data 

The greatest single source of error in the 1940-59 mean 

temperature data was faulty navigation. Position errors were not 

always easy to detect, but in relatively shoal water « 250 meters) 

a comparison of the bathythermograph and/or echo sounder depth 

with chart soundings usually would reveal the error. There were 

relatively few errors due to defective instruments and these were 

usually easily detected. A considerable amount of personal judge

ment was involved in deciding what observations were in error and 

generally this decision was withheld until a comparison could be 

made with supplementary observations. 

Validity of the Data 

Iselin (1955) has discussed the complications of obtaining a 

synoptic picture of the distribution of physical and chemical proper

ties in coastal waters characterized by strong tidal and non-tidal 

currents and short-period internal waves. It is obvious that when 
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observations are averaged for an area as large as a 30-minute quad
rangle for a period as long as a month, that only the most general 
approximation of reality is obtained. This fact is evidenced by the 
appreciable ranges in monthly temperature values observed in most 
quadrangles and at most depths and by the greater sharpness of hori
zontal and vertical gradients based on quarterly environmental sur
vey data compared to those based on 1940-59 mean data. The validity 
of the temperature estimates based on monthly mean values varies 
with season, conforming more to actual conditions during the winter 
months when only weak temperature gradients are present over most 
of the area than in summer, a period of strong horizontal and vertical 
stratification. 

Examples of short-term temperature fluctuations at anchor 
and parachute drogue stations and at "repeat" sections in the Gulf of 
Maine-Georges Bank area during the summer months are shown in 
Figure 2. The variations in temperature observed in a specific water 
maSS and at specific locations were considerable and it is apparent 
that internal waves as well as advection were a contributing factor. 
Although there are serious limitations imposed by the methods used, 
whereby temperature values based on long-term averages are used to 
interpret conditions in a region characterized by large temporal and 
spatial fluctuations, the method does appear to provide a general 
picture of the major temperature features to which specific cruise 
data may be compared. 

Distribution of Temperature 

The distribution of temperature during March, May-June, 
September, and December at the surface, 20 meters, 50 meters, 
and 100 meters based on 1940-59 mean values and 1964, 1965, and 
1966 quarterly environmental survey data is shown in Figures 3 - 18. 

In general, the 20-year mean and specific year seasonal 
and areal temperature trends at all depths were similar, with mini
mum temperatures occurring in March and inshore and maximum 
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temperatures occurring in September and offshore. As would be 

expected, the temperature gradients based on survey cruise data 

were much sharper than those based on 1940-59 mean values. The 

contrast in the complexity of the distribution patterns based on 

1940-59 mean and survey cruise data was greatest in September. 

The most striking feature of the data is that with but few exceptions 

the survey cruise temperatures were lower than the 1940-59 mean 

temperatures during all months and at all depths and locations. 

Temperature Anomalies 

To better assess current temperature trends, temperature 

anomalies were computed as the difference between the monthly mean 

for a specific year and the monthly mean for the base period 1940-59. 

In determining 1940-59 means, 30-minute quadrangle values within 

one-degree or half-degree quadrangles were averaged. Monthly 

means for specific years were determined by averaging all station 

data within one-degree or half-degree quadrangles. Values from 

survey cruise stations located on whole degree latitude or longitude 

lines were entered in the quadrangle immediately to the south or 

west. Monthly temperature anomalies at the surface, 20 meters, and 

50 meters for specific years are shown in Figures 111 - 2'4. 

With the exception of surface values along the New England coast 

during May-June 1965 and 1966, 20-meter values in the Wilkinson 

Basin area in September 1965, and surface and 20-meter values in 

the central and western Gulf of Maine and off the southwest coast of 

Nova Scotia in September 1966, all temperature anomaly values were 

negative. Although not illustrated, all 100-meter anomalies were 

negative with the exception of positive values at the extreme south

easterly quadrangle during May-June 1965 and 1966. Considering 

that at most locations and seasons the survey cruise temperature 

data was characterized by marked short-term fluctuations and that 

the temperature data for any quadrangle represents a sampling 

period of less than 12 hours, the temperature anomaly data are 

remarkably consistent. 
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In general, the greatest negative anomalies occurred 

south of Georges and Browns Banks. The boundary between high 

and low negative values roughly paralleled the 100 meter isobath. 

The most marked exception to this usual situation was the occurrence 

of an area of relatively high negative anomalies at the 20-meter level 

southwest of Nova Scotia in September 1965. The highest positive 

anomalies (;. 2'C) occurred in this same general area at the surface 

and 20 meters in September, 1966. 

A surface water cooling trend commencing in the middle 

1950's has been observed at Atlantic coast stations from Halifax, 

Nova Scotia to Cape Hatteras (Lauzier 1965, Stearns 1965). This 

cooling trend has been most pronounced along the coast between 

Cape Sable and Long Island. One of the most complete series of 

inshore temperature records are the observations made at Boothbay 

Harbor, Maine. These daily records have been maintained since 

1905 and show that preceeding the current cooling period there was 

a significant warming period commencing about 1945 and reaching 

a maximum during 1952-53. This warming trend was discernible 

in offshore data as well (Taylor, Bigelow, and Graham 1957). 

In Figure ~S temperature anomalies at the surface, 20 

meters, and 50 meters during March 1953 (Albatross III Cruise 46, 

19 March - 2 April) relative to the March 1940-59 mean are plotted. 

The anomalies in all areas and at all depths were positive and tended 

to be highest over shoal water areas. 

::ieasonal surface temperature curves based on monthly 

mean temperature values at Boothbay Harbor, Maine for the period 

1940-59, 1953, 1964, 1965, and 1966 are shown in Figure '6. 
Temperature data for the period 1940-55 are from Bumpus (1957). 

Subsequent data were obtained from the files at the Woods Hole 

Oceanographic Institution. With the exception of January and 

February 1964 and May 1965, all monthly mean temperatures in 

the 1960's were colder than the 1940-59 means. The seasonal 

magnitude of the negative anomalies at Boothbay Harbor and of the 

anomalies observed in the immediate offshore region during the 

1960 survey cruises were similar. For example, the May-June 
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sU1vey data showed a slight positive anomaly for the quadrangle 

immediately adjacent to Boothbay Harbor in 1965 and May was the 

only month in 1965 in which the Boothbay monthly mean temperature 

was not lower than the 1940-59 mean. During most months in the 

1960's the negative anomalies in deep-water offshore areas were 

greater than the negative anomalies at Boothbay Harbor. 

The 1953 Boothbay Harbor monthly mean temperatures were 

appreciably warmer than the 1940-59 means. In March 1953 the 

positive anomaly at Boothbay Harbor was greater than that in any 

offshore area. A comparison made of monthly mean temperatures 

at Boothbay Harbor during the periods 1906-27 and 1928-49 by 

Taylor, Bigelow, and Graham (1957) showed significant increases 

in winter temperatures (November - February) but slight decreases 

in summer temperatures (July - September) during the latter period. 

In 1953, however, although the anomalies were greater in the 

winter, the anomalies were positive during all months. The simil

arity of the temperature trends at Boothbay Harbor and offshore 

areas in the 1960' s would indicate that at least during the peak of 

the warming period temperatures were warmer during all months 

in the majority of offshore areas as well. 

Discussion 

A comparison of offshore temperatures for the years 

1953-54 and 1912-26 made by Taylor, Bigelow, and Graham 

(1957) indicated an increase of from 0.5° to 2. O°C throughout 

the water column since the period 1912-26 in most parts of the 

Gulf of Maine. Lauzier (1965) showed that bottom temperature 

trends on the Scotian Shelf and in the Bay of Fundy were similar 

to the surface temperature trends at St. Andrews, N. B. and Booth

bay Harbor, Maine although the rate of cooling during the late 1950's 

and early 1960's was more pronounced within the bottom water. 

The 1964-66 survey cruise data further document the fact 

that similar temperature fluctuations occurred offshore and within 

water masses as well as at the surface. Although temperature 
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anomalies tended to be greater in the deeper water along the edge 

of the continental shelf, the trends in inshore temperature were 

reflected in most offshore areas. The consequence of these obser

vations is that we may now place more reliance on the use of inshore 
temperature observations as an index to offshore conditions. 

Taylor, Bigelow, and Graham (1957) concluded that there 

had been no obvious general change in the composition of the fish 

or invertebrate fauna in the Gulf of Maine as a consequence of the 

warming trend during the early 1950's. To my knowledge, there 

is also no evidence of a conspicuous change in faunal composition 

during the current cooling period. However, there does appear to 

be a consequence of these temperature fluctuations that warrants 
investigation. 

~b:les -vvith=Eeg~-.: 

Table 1. - March and April mean temperatures at Boothbay Harbor 

and the March/April ratio of haddock egg abundance on 

Georges Bank, 1953, 1955, and 1956. 

Temperature, uC. lVlarCh I Aprll ~gg 
'(EAR. 

March April Abundance ratio 

1953 6.1 7.5 7. 3 

1955 4.2 6.9 2.7 , 
-

1956 3.2 5.3 1.3 

An unpublished analysis of the distribution and abundance 

of Calanus finmarchicus based on collections made during the 1953 

and 1955 egg and larval surveys revealed that there was also a 

difference in the timing of the vernal augmentation of the stock 

of £~~!l_r:.ll~ during these two years. The developmental stages en

countered in the cruises of 1953 indicate that in that year the main 

spawning of the overwintering stock occurred in February and that 

the progeny of that spawning reached maturity in late May. In 1955 
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the overwintering stock did not spawn until March and the second 

generation did not reach maturity until late June. It is highly prob

able that both these factor~ (spawning time and availability of suit

able size food organisms) influence the survival rate of larval and 

juvenile fish. , 

For example, the timing of haddock spawning appears to 

be regulated in part by temperature. Fish egg and larval surveys 

conducted during 1953, 1955, and 1956 showed that the main spawn

ing on Georges Bank occurred during March and April at prevailing 

water temperatures ranging from 4° to 7°C (Colton and Temple 1961). 

Spawning began at about the time of the commencement of vernal 

warming. In Table 1 are tabulated the March and April mean temper

atures at Boothbay Harbor during 1953, 1955, and 1956 and the MarchI 

April ratio of egg abundance on Georges Bank during these same 

years. With the decreasing March and April mean temperatures 

during succeeding years there was a corresponding delay in the time 

of maximum spawning on Georges Bank as indicated by the decrease 

in the MarchI April egg abundance ratio. 

Lauzier (1965) suggested that variations in the degree of 

upwelling due to fluctuations in the intensity of westerly winds 

could effect short-term changes in annual temperatures along the 

Canadian Atlantic coast. However, the nature of the distribution 

of temperature and of negative anomalies observed during the sur-

vey cruises of 1964-66 give evidence that temperature trends recorded 

at most Atlantic coast stations are not caused by variations in local 

conditions such as upwelling and river runoff, but are due in large 

measure to changes in the relative position and degree of mixing 

of coastal and oceanic water masses. An example of this is the 

fact that the gradient of negative anomalies which occurred off the 

edge of the continental shelf was least during September a period 

in which indications of intrusions of Slope and Gulf Stream water 

onto the southern edge of Georges Bank have been most frequently 
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observed (Colton 1961). It would appear also that the 

change in sign of the anomalies observed off the southwest coast of 
SEn-EMBeR. 

Nova Scotia inl\1965 (negative) and 1966 (positive) resulted from a 

variation in the degree of influx of Nova Scotian current water into 

this area during these years. 

It has been postulated by Iselin (1940) and Stommel (1958) 

that the degree of mixing of coastal and oceanic water and the 

resulting warming or cooling of North Atlantic coastal water is 

related to fluctuations in the strength of the North Atlantic gyre. 

Bjerkness (1963) and Rodewald (1963) have related these changes 

in oceanic circulation to variations in atmospheric circulation 

rhw to changes in the relative strengths of the Bermuda-Azores High 

and the Icelandic Low. The cooling trends have been associat eu 

with a constriction and warming trends with an expunsion of the 

warm oceanic water mass. 

Summary 

Although long-term mean temperatures were used to inter-

pret conditions in a region characterized by short-term temperature 

fluctuations, the method does appear to provide a semblance of the 

major temperature conditions to which specific cruise data may be 

compared. 

The 20-year mean and specific-year seasonal and areal tempera-

ture trends were similar, with minimum temperatures occurring in 

March and inshore and maximum temperatures occurring in September 

and offshore. 

During all seasons and at most locations and depths the 1964-66 

temperatures were appreciably colder than the 1940-59 mean values. 

The magnitude of the negative anomalies was greatest in areas off the 

edge of the continental shelf. Temperatures in March 1953 were warmer 

than the 1940-59 mean values. 

The trends in offshore temperatures at the surface and within 

water masses paralleled trends in surface temperatures at Boothbay 

Harbor, Maine and attest the use of inshore temperature observations 

in indexing offshore conditions. 
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A delay in the timing of maximum haddock spawning on Georges 

Bank during 1953, 1955, and 1966 and of the vernal augmentation of 

the stock of Calanus finmarchicus in the Gulf of Maine during 1953 and 

and 1955 was associated with decreasing Boothbay Harbor, Maine tem

peratures. 

The nature of the distribution of temperature and of nega

tive anomalies observed during 1964-66 suggest that temperature 

trends recorded at most Atlantic coast stations are due in large 

measure to the relative position and degree of mixing of coastal 

and oceanic water masses. 
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Figure 1. - Seasonal temperature curves and temperature correc

tions applied for 30-minute quadrangle, 400 00'N. -

40 0 29'N, 700 30'W - 700 59'W. 
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Figure 7. - Temperature distribution at the surface and 20 meters, 
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Figure 10. - Temperature distribution at 50 and 100 meters, Decem-
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